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iSaloni 2017
Milano, Italy
photographer Lorenzo Cappellini Baio
Sign Fico chair, S Table, Inmotion modular system, Link 1 shelf
S Table, Inmotion modular system, Link 1 shelf, Random bookcase
Random and Random 2C/3C bookcase
Random bookcase, Cozy sofa system, Cozy low table, Fuji pouf
Sign Filo chair, S Table, Inmotion modular
system, Link 1shelf, Random bookcase,
Cosy seta system, Cosy low table 2, Fuji pouf,
Minima 3.0 system, Sign Baby chair
Cosy sofa system, Cosy low table 2, Fuji pouf, Minima 3.0 system, Sign Baby chair
Cosy sofa system, Fuji pouf, Minima 3.0 system, Sign Baby chair
Minima 3.0 system, Sign Baby chair, Fuji pouf
UNIQUE.
IN EVERY WAY

INI MODELLI IT

NOW ITALIA
MILANODESIGNFURNITURE

Flow Color chair
UNIQUE.
IN EVERY WAY

FLOW COLOR CHAIR
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MIURA ITALIA
MADE IN JAPAN

31
Flow Color chair
Tense Material table, Square system
Sign Fino chair, S Table, Square system, Link 1 shelf, Cosy sofa system
Square system, Cosy sofa system, Fuji pouf
Square system, Cosy sofa system, Fuji pouf
Square system, Cozy sofa system, Fuji pouf, Minima 3.0 system
Square system, Cosy sofa system, Fuji pouf
Square system, Cosy sofa system, Fuji pouf, Minima 3.0 system
Square system, Minima 3.0 system, Akku chair
Square system, Minima 3.0 system, Aiku chair
Axy table, Heron cupboard
Axy Extension table, Minima 3.0 system
Axy Comfort table
Axy table, Heron cupboard, Aiku chair
Axy Comfort Extension table
Axy Comfort Extension table
20.VENTI
DESK SYSTEM

PROJECT

20.VENTI EXHIBITION
Milano Showroom, Italy
photographer Lorenzo Cappellini Baio
20/20\textsuperscript{nd} desk system, Random bookcase, Flow Chair
20.Venti desk system, Random bookcase
20. Venti desk system, Minima 3.0 system
20. Venti desk system, Minima 3.0 system
Venti desk system, Minima 3.0 system, Handle cupboard
20.Venti desk system, Minima 3.0 system, Flow Slim armchair
20.Venti desk system, Flow Slim armchair, Office cabinet, Link 1 shelf, Easy Wave shelf
Handle cupboard
PROJECT

Life decoration according to your mood
architect Design Custom
photographer Lorenzo Ciappellini Biao
Tea time tales

FASHION IN WONDERLAND
EMBROIDERY
DESIGN CUSTOMS
NEW TREND UP-COMING

HAPPY HASHTAGS:
PERFECT "IN ART
SPRING FLOWER
FLOWER!
#designcustoms

Mia armchair, Mia pouf, Pad 3.0 armchair, Random 2C bookcase
AFFINITÀ ELETTIVE
Misani Brera Design District
PROJECT

ALCHEMY BY FENIX NTM
Pinacoteca di Brera Milano, Italy
By Van Orton Design
www.mdfitalia.it
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